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Springer-Verlag Gmbh Okt 2001, 2001. Buch. Book Condition: Neu. 244x164x25 mm. Neuware - In
recent years statistical physics has made significant progress as a result of advances in numerical
techniques. While good textbooks exist on the general aspects of statistical physics, the numerical
methods and the new developments based on large-scale computing are not usually adequately
presented. In this book 16 experts describe the application of methods of statistical physics to
various areas in physics such as disordered materials, quasicrystals, semiconductors, and also to
other areas beyond physics, such as financial markets, game theory, evolution, and traffic
planning, in which statistical physics has recently become significant. In this way the universality of
the underlying concepts and methods such as fractals, random matrix theory, time series, neural
networks, evolutionary algorithms, becomes clear. The topics are covered by introductory, tutorial
presentations. 300 pp. Englisch.
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This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading through but really exciting to read through. it was actually writtern really properly and
beneficial. I am just very easily could get a delight of reading through a created publication.
-- Gino Jer de Jr .-- Gino Jer de Jr .

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication readily available. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this created e pdf. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i recommended this book to find out.
-- V innie Gr a nt-- V innie Gr a nt
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